
SFCC-AAUP Fact Sheet about Impasse Issues: 
 
1) Workload:  The college is proposing a massive increase in workload that no other faculty 
contract in New Mexico or in the nation (that we can find) asks for. The proposal will take 
faculty's focus away from the classroom and their students' needs by asking them to perform a 
significant increase in duties that don't relate to teaching without extra compensation. SFCC's 
contract also proposes a micromanaging of faculty time day-to-day.  This proposal comes as the 
college has created a layer of management by hiring Assistant Deans while they refrain from 
refilling vacant faculty positions.  
 

 The average current workload of a faculty person is between 50-70 hours a week, often 
working nights and weekends for students.  
 

 Most faculty are on 9 month contracts, and contrary to popular misconception, the 
faculty at SFCC are not paid during the summer unless they get their pay spread out 
thinner all year long. 

 

 Many work second and third jobs in addition to what they do during the normal 9 month 
contract just to make ends meet here in Santa Fe. This is really interesting because I 
know of no other profession that requires second and third degrees and/or extra 
certifications to be qualified, and yet they are not earning a living wage.  

 

 Many of our faculty teach for less than they would make if they were working in their 
fields of expertise.  One of the only reasons this is rational is because they love the 
students and this community. 

 
2)  Compensation:  SFCC has been holding a compensation increase "hostage" during 
negotiations, even as they have given all other employees the increase at the college. They are 
also positioning themselves to exclude the bargaining unit for upcoming increases as well.  The 
union does not want to be seen as "greedy," and it would be inaccurate to say that they 
were.  In fact, the stalemate on this issue, while the pay increases certainly matter, the union's 
main desire is to be treated the same as everyone else at the college and feel as though they 
are being punished for organizing a union.  Our version of the contract is not asking for 
more than SFCC has already given or are currently considering for all other employees at 
the college.  
 

 The union made it 100% legally possible to include the bargaining unit in the pay 
increases everyone else at the college was receiving 
 

 Additionally, SFCC is not willing to entertain retro-active pay, even as they have been 
actively delaying negotiations at the table and paying the attorney as they do. 

 

 A typical 9 month salary for faculty at SFCC is generally between $48,000-$55,000. 
 

 We are worried about our ability to retain and recruit high quality people, as our Strategic 
Plan promises we will, when the public school teachers are on course to make more 
(which they undeniably deserve) than our faculty at SFCC do. There is scuttle that 
people will leave SFCC and start applying for public schools instead, even with Ph.Ds. 

 


